In three experiments, we explored the effects of categorical information (stereotypes) and case information (traits or behaviors) on judgments about an individual's characteristics. Subjects judged a target person's aggressiveness on the basis of a description containing both a broad social category and specific case information. In Experiment 1, the description included (a) a category that was either weakly or strongly related to aggressiveness and (b) a behavior that was unrelated, moderately diagnostic, or highly diagnostic of aggressiveness. Trait inferences were a function of both the stereotypic and the behavioral information. A single behavior was not sufficient to override the category effect. In Experiment 2, temporally consistent behaviors were presented as case information; under these conditions, category information had no effect on trait judgments. This finding was extended in Experiment 3 in which subjects predicted behaviors on the basis of the target person's sex and a moderately diagnostic trait.
In three experiments, we explored the effects of categorical information (stereotypes) and case information (traits or behaviors) on judgments about an individual's characteristics. Subjects judged a target person's aggressiveness on the basis of a description containing both a broad social category and specific case information. In Experiment 1, the description included (a) a category that was either weakly or strongly related to aggressiveness and (b) a behavior that was unrelated, moderately diagnostic, or highly diagnostic of aggressiveness. Trait inferences were a function of both the stereotypic and the behavioral information. A single behavior was not sufficient to override the category effect. In Experiment 2, temporally consistent behaviors were presented as case information; under these conditions, category information had no effect on trait judgments. This finding was extended in Experiment 3 in which subjects predicted behaviors on the basis of the target person's sex and a moderately diagnostic trait.
The neglect of categorical information is a common finding in the literature on human judgment (Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; McArthur, 1972) . When human observers make inferences about people's attributes or about the causes of their behavior, they typically rely more on the specific properties of the stimulus person than on the general statistical properties of the class to which the stimulus person belongs. The apparent failure to appropriately incorporate categorical information has attracted much research attention because it violates the assumptions of a number of influential theories. In Kelley's (1967) normative attribution theory, for example, trait ascriptions should depend in part on the magnitude of the perceived social consensus. In particular; the more prevalent a behavior is in a referent population, the lower is the probability of attributing the cause of that behavior to an actor. Research on causal attribution has repeatedly demonstrated insufficient use of consensus or baserate information (e.g., McArthur, 1972) . That is, when inferring the causes for an individual's behavior, subjects tend to underuse information about how others typically behave in the same setting. Similarly, Kahneman and Tversky showed that population base rates are largely ignored when decisions are made about the category membership of a target individual. In a frequently cited study, Kahneman and Tversky described a friend who is shy, likes to write poems, and is small of stature.
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ies. The similarity between the description of the friend and the stereotype of a professor of Chinese studies overrode powerful base-rate differences between the two professional categories.
In social stereotypes, the base-rate fallacy may occur in two ways. First, as Kahneman and Tversky (1973) have shown, observers often ignore the relative size of a social category and estimate the likelihood of category membership solely on the basis of representativeness or similarity. Second, when group membership is clear and individuating information about the target person is available, inferences about personal attributes may be based too heavily on case information. Inasmuch as social stereotypes imply category differences regarding a set of attributes, the judgment literature suggests that such category information will be used when case information is absent but will exert only a minimal influence when case information is present.
Several studies using gender as the categorical variable support this idea (Eagly & Wood, 1982; Locksley, Borgida, Brekke, & Hepburn, 1980) . In one experiment (Locksley et al., 1980, Experiment 1) subjects read a five-page description of the behavior of a single male or female stimulus person. Each description contained three episodes in which the person had consistently behaved in an assertive or in a passive way. For example, an assertive target person was reported to have forcefully told an annoying person to go away, to have interrupted a voluble classmate to make a point, and to have broken into a group conversation at a party. The respective passive responses consisted simply of a failure to behave assertively. A second experiment (Locksley et al., 1980) showed that even a single assertive or passive episode is sufficient to override effects of gender stereotypes. Women who were described as having engaged in assertive behavior were rated as assertive as were men who had engaged in the same behavior. Only when no other diagnostic information was available about a target individual did the social stereotypes have an effect on assertiveness ratings. These findings were replicated (Locksley, Hepburn, & Ortiz, 1982, Experiment 2), using sets of four behaviors that were diagnostic either for assertiveness or for passivity. When more than half of the behaviors (three or four) were diagnostic of the trait, gender had no effect. Finally, Locksley et al. (1982, Experiment 1) found no category effects when they asked subjects to predict several traits stereotypic of "day people" and "night people" from personal sketches containing both diagnostic trait and behavior information. Again, predictions depended solely on the diagnostic case information.
Although this research (Locksley et al., 1980; optimistically predicts the neglect of (potentially harmful) stereotypes in the presence of case information, it is not clear that behavioral information relevant to the criterion neutralizes beliefs regarding differences among important social categories. Psychologists have, for example, long lamented the persistence of gender bias in personnel selection tasks. When specific case information of equal quality was available about female and male candidates, selectors tended to favor the men (Dipboye, Fromkin, & Wiback, 1975; Heneman, 1977) . Indeed, there is a long research tradition in social psychology that demonstrates the importance of contextual information in social perception. Asch (1946) argued from a Gestalt perspective that behaviors are perceived and interpreted in the context of generalized expectations. Rosenhan (1973) argued that normal behaviors will be perceived as deviant when exhibited by people who have been labeled as schizophrenic in a mental institution. Sagar and Schofield (1980) found identical but ambiguous behaviors to be perceived as more aggressive when engaged in by a Black person than when engaged in by a White person. According to this research, stereotypes can influence the perception of acts, albeit ambiguous acts, by coloring the meaning of those actions in a manner consistent with stereotypic expectations.
Another line of research that may limit the generalizability of the base-rate fallacy focuses on the causal meaning of the base rates. Ajzen (1977) , Tversky and Kahneman (1979) , and Bar-Hillel (1980) created situations in which the base rates were enriched with causal meaning and found that subjects' responses strongly reflected the base rates. Base rates that were equally strong and predictive, but noncausal, were ignored. Zuckerman (1978) found effects of base rates when the causal meaning of the case information was reduced. He distinguished between two kinds of behavioral events: actions and occurrences. Actions are high in perceived voluntary control or personal causation (e.g., "Jerry attended the Sunday meeting"). Occurrences are perceived to be under personal control to a lesser degree (e.g., "Mary passed the exam in history"). In accord with the predictions, base rates influenced attributions of occurrences to a larger degree than they did actions. This line of research suggests that categorical information is used when plausible causal links can be established between the category and the behavior, and the neglect of base-rate information is most likely when the base rate is noncausal and the individuating information is causally relevant to the behavior.
A variety of techniques have been proposed to increase the magnitude or the salience of the base-rate information. Wells and Harvey (1977) , using Nisbett and Borgida's (1975) paradigm, numerically strengthened the consensus (base-rate) manipulation and found that it did affect predictions. Feldman, Higgins, Karlovac, and Ruble (1976) manipulated the perceptual salience of base-rate information by presenting videotaped actions of others and found that visually salient base rates were more likely to be used by decision makers.
These studies suggest that general beliefs about differences between social categories are not inevitably neglected in the presence of more specific case information. Rather, the observer's inferences may be determined by the relative strength of the categorical and the individuating information. Reliance on case information may be most likely when the observer is given both weakly diagnostic categorical information and highly diagnostic case information. It is our view that these may have been the conditions under which Locksley et al.'s (1980; findings were obtained. In their experiments, the categorical information, gender, provided a rather weak basis for predictions of individual attributes. Although an extensive literature confirms the high level of consensus regarding sex stereotypes (Bern, 1974; Spence & Helmreich, 1978) , consensus and diagnosticity are not the same. People may agree on perceived differences in assertiveness between the average man and the average woman, but they may also perceive the distributions of male and female assertiveness as highly overlapping, allowing for the likely possibility of assertive women and passive men. Before concluding that individuating information inevitably overrides category information, it would be important to vary the diagnostic strength of the categorical information.
In addition to varying the diagnosticity of the categorical information, one also needs to vary the diagnosticity of the individuating information. Locksley et al. (1980 Locksley et al. ( , 1982 provided different versions of case information to their subjects. Typically, the descriptions of the target persons were highly diagnostic of the criterion trait and were consistent across time and setting. Even in its weakest form, the case information still consisted of a one-paragraph description of an unambiguously assertive behavior (Locksley et al., 1980, Experiment 2) .
To summarize, Locksley et al.'s (1980; research established that categorical information that is weakly diagnostic of a trait is neglected when paired with highly diagnostic case information. We conducted three studies in which we varied both the diagnosticity of the category and the individuating information. In our first experiment, subjects were presented with sketches of stimulus persons who belonged to a social category that was either weakly or strongly diagnostic of the trait of aggressiveness. Stimulus persons were described as having engaged in a single behavior that was neutral, moderately diagnostic, or highly diagnostic of that trait. We predicted that when a target individual belonged to a weakly diagnostic category and had engaged in highly diagnostic behaviors, category information would have no effect on ratings of aggressiveness. However, when the categorical information was strong or when weak categorical information was paired with only moderately diagnostic case information, we expected the categorical information to significantly affect judgment.
Experiment 1

Overview
Half of the subjects were presented with information about four target persons who were members of gender categories that differed strongly in aggressiveness (two construction workers and two housewives), and the other half of the subjects read information about persons who were members of categories that differed only moderately in aggressiveness (two men and two women). In addition to the category information, the personal sketches included information about a single recent behavioral act that was neutral, moderately diagnostic, or highly diagnostic of aggressiveness. For each subject, two of the sketches (one male and one female) included nondiagnostic behavior. The two remaining sketches described either moderately or highly diagnostic behavior. On the basis of this set of categorical and case information, subjects rated the expected frequency and intensity of future aggressive behavior.
Method
Development of stimulus materials. Pretests were conducted to select stimulus materials representing the three components of a prediction task: (a) a trait criterion to be predicted, (b) social categories of varying diagnosticity for the criterion, and (c) behaviors of varying diagnostic! ty. Eighteen subjects rated men and women, as well as a variety of subordinate gender categories, on 25 scales of the Personal Attributes Questionnaire (Spence &Helmreich, 1978) . The trait of aggressiveness differentiated between men and women most strongly. We found that on a 7-point scale men were seen as more aggressive than women (5.21 vs. 3.71). Reviews of research on gender differences confirm that aggressiveness is one of the few stereotypic traits that show a reliable gender difference (e.g., Frodi, McCauley, & Thome, 1977; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974) . Furthermore, aggressiveness was the only trait on which two occupational subcategories of gender (construction worker and housewife) showed a greater difference (5.36 vs. 3.56) than the broad gender categories. Contrary to expectation, the trait of assertiveness did not emerge as a gender-stereotypic trait, confirming our suspicion of the relative weakness of the gender categories in predicting the presence of this trait.
On the basis of diagnosticity ratings, we selected behaviors so that their diagnosticity varied across three levels. Nine subjects rated a sample of behaviors on a 9-point scale of diagnosticity. We selected two behaviors that were rated as neutral (". . . recently bought the latest book of a bestselling author" and ". . . recently went to the barber/ hairdresser"). We chose items that were significantly more diagnostic than the neutral items for the moderately diagnostic behaviors (". . . complained to a store manager about the quality of a product" and ". . . yelled at his/her spouse"). Finally, the two highly diagnostic behaviors were rated as significantly more diagnostic than were the moderate items (". . .beat his/her child" and". . .hit someone who annoyed him/her").
Subjects. In exchange for extra course credit, 53 male and 75 female students from introductory psychology courses at the University of Oregon participated in this study.
Design. Each subject received a booklet containing descriptions of four stimulus persons. Two of these descriptions were of male and two were of female stimulus persons. For half of the subjects, all stimulus persons were simply identified by their first name, to convey male or female gender (weak categories). For the other half of the subjects, the stimulus persons were described as construction workers or housewives (strong categories). For all subjects, one male and one female stimulus person were described by a behavior that was nondiagnostic of aggressiveness. For half of the sample, the other two target individuals were described by moderately diagnostic behavior; for the other half, they were described by highly diagnostic behavior. Because each subject responded to only two of the three levels of behavioral diagnosticity (neutral and low or neutral and high), diagnosticity was both a within-and a between-subjects variable.
Dependent measures. After reading each description, subjects rated the person's aggressiveness on two scales. The first dependent measure was a scale ranging from 0 to 100 on which subjects marked the percentage of future situations in which the target individual would respond aggressively. The second dependent variable was a measure of the expected intensity of future aggressiveness in four aggression-provoking situations. For example: "Michael has been urged by a door-to-door salesperson to subscribe to a number of magazines. Although Michael has expressed little interest in subscribing, the salesperson persists." For each situation, there was a list of seven possible responses, ranging from very aggressive ("Threatens to call police if salesperson does not leave") to passive ("Buys subscriptions although he doesn't want them"). Subjects rated the likelihood of each response on a 7-point scale. We computed a composite index of rated intensity of aggression by summing the top two ratings across the four situations, with higher values reflecting higher perceived aggressiveness.
Results
Because the two measures of predicted aggressiveness (frequency and intensity) correlated highly within subjects and across target persons (r = .94, p < .001), the two indexes were combined into a single measure. The frequency measure was transformed to correspond to the metric of the intensity measure, so that the two variables (having the same mean and standard deviation) could be combined with equal weight to provide an overall index of judged aggressiveness.
The results for this composite index are presented in Figure  1 . Data were analyzed in a 2 X 2 X 2 (Strength of Category X Sex of Stimulus Person x Diagnosticity of Behavior) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the last two variables. Separate analyses were performed for the subjects who rated the neutral and moderate levels of behavioral diagnosticity and for the subjects who rated the neutral and high levels of diagnosticity.
The first analyses involved the subjects who had been given neutral and moderately diagnostic behaviors. The degree of diagnosticity of the target person's behavior affected trait attributions, thus reassuring us that our moderate-diagnosticity manipulation was successful. Persons who had engaged in moderately aggressive behavior were predicted to be more frequently aggressive in future situations than persons who had engaged in behavior unrelated to aggression, F(\, 55) = 105.43, p < .001. Moreover, as expected, men were rated as significantly more aggressive than women, f{l,55)-64.37, p < .001. More important, there was a significant interaction between sex of stimulus person and strength of category. That is, the difference between the two strong gender categories was significantly greater than the difference between the two weak categories, F( 1,55) = 11.02, p < .001. The finding that there was no interaction between category and behavioral diagnosticity supports our hypothesis that the category effects would still be present when paired with moderately diagnostic behavior. Men were rated as more aggressive than women regardless of whether they had engaged in neutral or in moderately diagnostic behavior, f[l, 102) =
1.14, ns.
A second ANOVA was performed on subjects who rated neutral and highly diagnostic behaviors. Again, strong effects were found for behavioral diagnosticity, F( 1,62) = 189.98, p < .001, and gender category, F(l, 62) = 71.69, p< .001. And again, the interaction between gender and strength of category was significant, F(\, 62) = 5.20, p < .03. Finally, despite the high diagnosticity of the behavior, the category effects remained equally strong across neutral and highly diagnostic behaviors, as reflected in the finding that there was no interaction between behavioral diagnosticity and category, F( 1,62) < 1. Note that in both of these analyses, support for our prediction came from the absence of an interaction between category and diagnosticity Of the behaviors. A more direct test of the hypothesis that category information influences judgment even in the presence of diagnostic case information involves examining only the two conditions in which diagnostic information was presented. Therefore, we performed a three-way ANOVA, treating the two levels of diagnosticity (moderate vs. high) and sex of stimulus person as between-subjects variables. Indeed, the main effect of category was significant. Men were rated as more aggressive than women, F(\, 102) = 228.41, p < .001. Moreover, this main effect was not moderated by an interaction between the category and diagnosticity. That is, the category effect persisted even in the presence of highly diagnostic case information, F(l, 102) = 3.29, ns. Contrary to prediction, construction workers and housewives were not seen as more different in their intensity of aggressive responses than were men and women, F(Sex of Stimulus Person X Strength of Category) = 1.14, ns. Finally, as expected from our pretests, stimulus persons who were described by highly diagnostic behaviors were rated higher on aggression than persons who had engaged in moderately diagnostic behavior, F(l, 102)= 3.43, p<. 05.
Discussion
The results of the first experiment provide strong support for the hypothesis that gender categories affect the prediction of the gender-stereotypic trait of aggressiveness even when target individuals are described by behaviors diagnostic of aggressiveness. We had originally expected that categorical information would have a strong effect with irrelevant behavioral information, a somewhat weaker effect with moderately diagnostic behavior information, and a negligible or no effect with highly diagnostic behavioral information. To our surprise, category information had equally strong effects at all levels of behavioral information. These findings differ from research that showed complete neglect of category information (Locksley et al., 1980) . The data also partially support the view that highly predictive gender categories affect trait ratings more strongly than weakly predictive gender categories. Construction workers (strong category) were seen as more aggressive than men (weak category) when the target person had engaged in moderately aggressive behavior. The category of housewives, on the other hand, which had been selected to represent the particularly nonaggressive female subcategory, was not rated differently from women in general.
The discrepancies between Locksley's (Locksley et al., 1980; and our results may be attributable to at least two differences in the prediction tasks. First, the criterion trait of aggressiveness seems to be more stereotypic of gender than is assertiveness. Our failure to find a gender effect of assertiveness in our pretesting suggests that expectations of differences between men and women in assertiveness, if they exist at all, are weak and may thus be neutralized by any other information that is diagnostic of the criterion. Second, the person descriptions in most of Locksley's research (Locksley et al., 1980; included several behavioral acts, whereas in the present study only a single behavioral act was conveyed.
In an attempt to reconcile the apparent discrepancies between Locksley et al.'s (1980; and our own results, we conducted a second experiment. In Locksley et al.'s studies the description of the behaviors of the target persons clearly implied temporal stability. Because one difference between the two sets of findings concerns the temporal stability of the target person's behavior, our second experiment pitted the strength of the category against temporally stable behaviors that vary in diagnosticity. Attribution theory (Kelley, 1967) predicts that temporally consistent behaviors should have greater weight in trait inferences because they permit the perceiver to infer correspondent traits in the target person, whereas single behaviors can be attributed to unstable situational conditions.
Experiment 2
The second experiment resembled the first one in its essential features with the exception that the stimulus persons were described as consistently engaging in a particular behavior. Using these conditions, we expected the moderate and high diagnostic behaviors to negate the effects of the gender categories.
Method
Subjects were 46 male and 64 female students enrolled in introductory psychology classes at the University of Oregon. Participation in research fulfilled a course requirement. Each subject read descriptions of two male and two female stimulus persons. For each subject, two stimulus persons were described as consistently engaging in a behavior unrelated to aggressiveness, whereas the other two were described as consistently behaving in a way either moderately diagnostic or highly diagnostic of aggressiveness. Subjects were provided with stimulus persons belonging either to highly stereotypic groups (construction workers and housewives) or to weakly stereotypic groups (men and women). Dependent variables again were the expected frequency of future aggressive behavior and the predicted intensity of future aggressive behavior (to be combined into a single, composite measure).
Results and Discussion
Again, the expected frequency and the predicted intensity of aggressive behavior were highly correlated (r -.93, p < .001).
As in Experiment 1, a single index of estimated aggressiveness was created by transforming the frequency measure into the metric of the intensity measure and then combining the two equally weighted measures.
The results of the single index of aggressiveness are presented in Figure 2 . First, data were analyzed for those subjects given irrelevant and moderately diagnostic behavioral information. For subjects who were given irrelevant and highly diagnostic behavioral information, there was a strong effect of behavioral diagnosticity, F(l, 52) = 188.22, p < .001, but no effect of category, F(l, 52) = 2.08, ns. The significant interaction between category and diagnosticity, fl(l, 52) = 7.43, p< .007, supported the prediction that the difference between the gender categories in the neutral condition would disappear when gender was paired with consistent, highly diagnostic aggressive behavior. When both moderately and highly diagnostic behaviors were included in one analysis, the category effect disappeared, F(l, 52) < 1, suggesting that temporally consistent diagnostic behavior negated category effects. Finally, persons described by highly diagnostic behavior were rated as more aggressive than were persons who were described by moderately diagnostic behavior, /U, 102) = 7.63, p<.007.
The results of the second experiment supported the prediction that diagnostic and temporally consistent behaviors negate the effect of gender categories. Gender had an effect only when the consistent behaviors were irrelevant in regard to the criterion trait. In Experiment 2, this effect was smaller (.44 mean difference) than in Experiment 1 (.87). A possible explanation for this result may be by the "dilution effect" (Nisbett, Zukier, & Lemley, 1981) . Strong individuating information, though nondiagnostic with respect to the criterion trait, may reduce (dilute) perceived differences between predictive categories.
This explanation is only a conjecture, however, because a condition with no behavioral information was not included here.
In this experiment, then, temporally stable behavioral information about a target person tended to negate category effects.
Male and female target persons who consistently beat their children or yelled at their spouses were rated as equally aggressive.
This finding is consistent with the act-frequency approach to personality dispositions (Buss & Craik, 1983) . Knowledge about frequently recurring behaviors constitutes a sufficient basis for trait inference. When making judgments about the aggressiveness of a target individual, subjects in this experiment may have been interpreting the behavioral information as trait information, presented in behavioral terms. For example, saying that a person when annoyed consistently hits people may be seen as just another way of saying that the person is violent. Inferences about the degree of a person's aggressiveness then depend on both the extremity of the inferred trait and the perceived correlation of this trait with aggressiveness. For the present example, the trait of violence is both extreme and similar in meaning to aggressiveness. If traits are summary statements about past behavior, they should have the same effect on prediction as consistent behavior. We conducted a third experiment to test the idea that traits (like consistent behaviors) negate the effects of predictive social categories.
Experiment 3
In this study, we compared the predictive category information (gender) to that of diagnostic or counterdiagnostic trait in-formation. Subjects were provided with both gender and trait information about a stimulus person. Subjects were to predict the likelihood with which the target person would endorse specific behavioral statements. We expected that the category information would have no effect on predictions of individual behaviors and that predictions of behavior would be made solely on the basis of the target person's trait.
Method
Overview. Subjects were presented with male or female stimulus persons who were described by one trait adjective that was either predictive or counteipredictive for a stereotypically masculine or a stereotypically feminine behavior. Subjects then rated the likelihood with which the target person would engage in the behavior.
Subjects and design. The subjects in this experiment were 256 undergraduates at the University of Oregon who received extra credit in introductory psychology courses for their participation. Each subject made a judgment about one male or one female stimulus person who was characterized by traits that were either predictive or counterpredictive of a behavior statement. Half of the statements described stereotypically male behaviors, and the other half described stereotypically female behaviors. Half of the statements were socially desirable, and half were undesirable. There were five between-subjects variables: sex of subject, sex of target, diagnosticity of trait, and favorability and stereotypicality of criterion behavior.
The experimental materials consisted of a set of eight behavior statements and 32 traits. The behavior statements were selected from a pool of statements that had been used by Park and Rothbart (1982) in their research on group stereotypes. Every statement was associated with 1 of 4 traits. As determined by pretests, 2 of the traits were moderately diagnostic of the statement, and 2 traits were fairly counterpredictive. For example, serious is fairly diagnostic of endorsing the statement "I enjoy being in leadership positions," whereas the trait awkward is counterpredictive of the endorsement of this statement. Furthermore, in the description of the stimulus person, the impact of the trait adjective was mitigated by the qualifier somewhat. A complete listing of the pairings of statements and adjectives is given in Appendix A. An example vignette is given in Appendix B.
Results and Discussion
The judgments generated by each of the 256 subjects were analyzed by a five-way ANOVA, with sex of subject, sex of target person, diagnosticity of personality trait, stereotypicality of criterion behavior, and favorability of criterion behavior as the five We argued that the nature of the individuating information may have been responsible for the apparent discrepancies between Locksley's (Locksley et al., 1980; findings and our own results. Locksley et al. used behavioral information connoting passivity or assertiveness, but in our pretests we found no significant perceived differences between men and women on these traits. Because we could not attempt to replicate Locksley's research with a criterion that did not differentiate between the relevant categories, we chose a different dimension, aggressiveness, as the criterion attribute. In our view, the fact that Locksley obtained results while using case information that was only weakly correlated with gender may be a factor of some importance.
Having found a consistent effect of categorical information when it was presented along with single behaviors, we hypothesized that categorical information may play a weaker role when combined with temporally stable behaviors, and we tested that idea in our second experiment. In fact, Experiment 2 showed that stable behaviors, whether highly or only moderately diagnostic of aggressiveness, did override the effects of category.
In the third experiment, we substituted trait adjectives for stable behaviors, paired them with male and female stimulus persons, and asked subjects to predict the likelihood of endorsement of masculine and feminine behaviors. The traits were chosen to be either positively or negatively correlated with the target behaviors. Under these conditions, there was a significant effect due to the traits and no effect due to the gender of the stimulus person or the gender relatedness of the behavior.
These experiments qualify some of the stronger statements that have been made about the underutilization of categorical (or base-rate) information. Indeed, trait terms or traitlike behaviors (i.e., temporal consistency in behavior) did override the effects of category, but single behaviors did not. Clearly, then, not all case information negates base-rate information, and it remains for future research to explore in more depth when categorical information is dominant over or subordinate to case information. In trying to predict the relative power of stereotypic categories and trait information, it may be necessary to examine more precisely the relation between categories and category attributions. Not all categories are the same, and it does not make sense to think that broad categories, such as gender, each of which includes half the world's population, will be as predictive of people's attributes as more narrow categories. Compare the category women to the category schizophrenic (Rosenhan, 1973) . The latter refers to a small set of individuals with reasonably well-defined attributes. We suspect that the attributes incoherent or autistic are more prevalent among members of the schizophrenic category than are timid or passive among members of the women category.
Given such differences between categories, how can one think about the role of categorical and case information in predicting a target behavior or trait? It seems to us that the critical factor is the relative strength of the category versus the relative strength of the case information in predicting the target attribute. In Locksley's (Locksley et al., 1980; research, it could be argued that gender was only a weak predictor of the target attribute (e.g., assertiveness), whereas the individuating behaviors were far stronger predictors of the criterion. It is not necessarily true, however, that case information is invariably weighted more strongly than category information, as demonstrated in our first experiment. Even with gender categories, which we suspect are inherently weak predictors of behavior, given the behavioral heterogeneity of the category members, our first experiment showed that the presence of a single, even highly diagnostic behavior did not override the effects of the category.
Categories that are associated with more extreme base rates should be even more likely to influence predictions even in the presence of individuating information. Experiment 1 yielded support for this idea: Target persons who were described as housewives and construction workers were rated as more extreme with respect to aggressiveness than were men or women in general. A number of categories in the social world give rise to stereotypic expectations that are far more extreme than those elicited by gender categories (or their subordinates). For these categories, even consistent diagnostic behaviors may not be sufficient to override the category effect. For example, if people are to make a judgment about a schizophrenic's interpersonal sensitivity on the basis of consistently friendly behavior, they may still incorporate category membership into their prediction.
Categories that are associated with extreme base rates are typically fairly narrow. They predict few criteria, but they predict them very well. In psychometric terms, the fidelity of the prediction (or the measurement) increases as bandwidth decreases. Recently, Hampson, John, and Goldberg (1986) discussed this issue in the context of trait attributes, arguing that traits vary in their breadth, or range of applicability, with broader traits being less predictive of behavior in a specific domain. We believe that the bandwidth-fidelity trade-off applies to the issue of categorical and individuating behavior as well.
Gender categories, as we have argued, are rather lacking in pre-dictive power because they are very broad. Popular stereotypes link a plethora of traits to men and women (high bandwidth), but the confidence with which these links are translated into predictions is very modest (low fidelity). As predictors vary in their breadth, so do the criteria. So far, our research has been concerned with rather specific behavioral and trait criteria, and
we have learned that people use the individuating information mostly when making their judgments. The reason for this may be that the individuating information is as narrow as the criteria. That is, people rely on a match between the breadth of the predictor and the breadth of the criterion. The categorical information may be neglected only when it is comparatively broad. If, as we suspect, the match between the breadth of the predictor and the breadth of the criterion is an important factor in prediction tasks, then broad gender stereotypes may well be used as predictors if the criteria are of a similarly wide range. 
